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Optimized Thermoelectric Refrigeration in the
Presence of Thermal Boundary Resistance
Anthony M. Pettes, Marc S. Hodes, and Kenneth E. Goodson

Abstract—Thermoelectric refrigerators (TEMs) offer several
advantages over vapor-compression refrigerators. They are free of
moving parts, acoustically silent, reliable, and lightweight. Their
low efficiency and peak heat flux capabilities have precluded their
use in more widespread applications. Optimization of thermoelectric pellet geometry can help, but past work in this area has
neglected the impact of thermal and electrical contact resistances.
The present work extends a previous 1-D TEM model to account for
a thermal boundary resistance and is appropriate for the common
situation where an air-cooled heat sink is attached to a TEM. The
model also accounts for the impact of electrical contact resistance
at the TEM interconnects. The pellet geometry is optimized with
the target of either maximum performance or efficiency for an
arbitrary value of thermal boundary resistance for varying values
of the temperature difference across the unit, the pellet Seebeck
coefficient, and the contact resistances. The model predicts that
when the thermal contact conductance is decreased by a factor of
ten, the peak heat removal capability is reduced by at least 10%.
Furthermore, when the interconnect electrical resistance rises
above a factor of ten larger than the pellet electrical resistance, the
maximum heat removal capability for a given pellet height is reduced by at least 20% and the maximum coefficient of performance
(
) values is reduced by at least 50%.
at low
Index Terms—Contact resistance, superlattices, thermoelectric
devices, thermoelectric energy conversion, thermoelectricity.
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Fig. 1. Single-stage bulk thermoelectric modules. Dimensions of the left and
right TEMs are 3:4 cm 3:0 cm 3:6 mm and 2:3 cm 2:3 cm 3:6 mm,
respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION
OLID-STATE thermoelectric modules (TEMs) use electron transport to cool, heat or generate electric power
in accordance with design specifications (Fig. 1). TEMs are
versatile devices with applications ranging from electronics
cooling to precision temperature control of photonic components to power generation from waste heat. They are free of
moving parts, acoustically and mechanically silent, reliable,
and lightweight. Thermoelectric refrigerators offer limited heat
flux capacity and low thermodynamic efficiency when compared with vapor compression refrigerators. As a result of these
limitations, developing means to increase TEM performance
and efficiency is an important task. Since the improvements of
thermoelectric materials in the 1950s [1], several approaches
have been taken to optimize thermoelectric devices. Thermoelectric materials with better combinations of properties, such
as the low-dimensional materials proposed by Dresselhaus et
al. and Venkatasubramanian et al., have increased thermoelectric figure of merit [2], [3]. Advances in the packaging of
thermoelectric devices can improve both heat flux capacity
and efficiency. For example, reduction in the electrical and/or
thermal contact resistances at the interconnects, which are
significant sources of irreversibility, can be of major benefit.
Finally, improved system-level designs are known to increase
performance or efficiency of TEMs. For example, judicious
selection of the heat sink’s thermal resistance can significantly
reduce the maximum power consumption of a TEM requiring
switching between heating mode, where a poor heat sink is
desirable, and cooling mode, where an efficient heat sink is
beneficial [4]. These advances have given rise to opportunities
for geometric design optimization in order to fully harvest the
benefits of new materials, which are currently absorbed by
significant irreversibility losses due to thermal and electrical
boundary resistances.

S

A. Motivation
Fifty years after Ioffe’s renovation of thermoelectric materials, designers are still lacking a cogent, generalized analysis
in which a given set of geometric constraints along with material data may be manipulated in order to fine tune system-level
parameters such as the cooling flux, coefficient of performance,
and operating current and voltage per unit footprint of a TEM.

Fig. 2. Cutaway view of a TEM.

This work provides designers with a procedure to calculate the
optimum pellet height to maximize performance or efficiency at
a specified performance given the relevant operational parameters, i.e., control point temperature, ambient temperature, and
thermal resistance of the heat sink. Moreover, designers are provided a means to calculate pellet area to best match TEM voltage
demands to those from available power sources.
The essence of this study lies in the advancement of previous
work through the inclusion of thermal boundary resistance at
the uncontrolled side interface. This is accomplished by generalizing the analysis of Hodes [5] by prescribing a mixed boundary
condition at the uncontrolled side interface (Fig. 3). Accordingly, thermal resistances (including constriction/spreading resistances) between the usi and its local ambient are embedded
in
. The results are placed in context in Section III for
representative operating conditions in a conventional bismuth
telluride
TEM coupled to a representative heat sink.
B. Conventions
A single-stage TEM is shown in Fig. 2 following the nomenclature of Hodes [6]. It consists of an array of -type and -type
pellets connected electrically in series and thermally in parallel
between ceramic substrates. Each adjacent pair of -type and
-type pellets is referred to as a thermocouple and there are
thermocouples in a TEM. Here it is assumed that the controlled side of a TEM is that which does not connect to the external leads according to Fig. 2. The other side is defined as the
uncontrolled side.1 The csi and usi are defined as the interfaces
between the pellets and the controlled and uncontrolled sides,
respectively (Fig. 3).
The temperatures at the csi and the usi are denoted by
and , respectively. Thermodynamically, a TEM operates in
refrigeration mode when there is heat transfer from the controlled-side substrate into the csi (Fig. 4) and, moreover, the
temperature of the csi is below that of the usi [6]. An infinite
thermal conductance approximation is made between the csi and
1Prior investigations have defined hot and cold sides of TEMs in their analyzes, resulting in analytical complications since either side may be hot or cold
relative to the opposite side in precision temperature control applications.
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(2)
where is the pellet packing density. Similarly, the per-unitfootprint rate of electrical work done on a TEM and the per-unitfootprint voltage difference across a TEM while current flows
through it are
(3)
(4)

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of a single-thermocouple TEM operating in
refrigeration mode.

will always be positive since work is done on a TEM by
a dc power supply when it is operating in refrigeration mode.
as a function of the known temperature
Solving (2) yields
. Substituting
into (1) yields as a function of known
temperatures
and

(5)

Fig. 4. Cross-sectional view of a TEM depicting Peltier-induced refrigeration
of the controlled side. Note that thermoelectric pellets are connected electrically
in series and thermally in parallel.

the component mounted to a TEM such that
. The uncontrolled side temperature
is subjected to the ambient temperature
through a usi-to-ambient thermal boundary conductance
. Currents are taken to be positive when positive charge carriers flow from -type pellets to -type pellets at
the controlled side of a TEM, as shown in Fig. 3. Since Seebeck
coefficients
and
are positive and negative quantities, respectively, heat is reversibly absorbed at the csi and reversibly
released at the usi by the Peltier effect when current is positive.

Differentiating (5) with respect to , setting the result equal to
zero, and solving for the single real root of (6) yields the current
for which
is maximized
(6)
where

,
,
, and constants are as shown in (5). The corresponding heat flux at the
for a given pellet height is obtained by substituting
csi
into (5)

II. THERMOELECTRIC PELLET DESIGN
A. Negligible Electrical Contact Resistance
Equations governing TEM operation have been developed
in detail by Ioffe [1], Kraus and Bar-Cohen [7], Yamanashi
[8], and Semenyuk [9], among others. In this study, the equations for a thermoelectric module are introduced on a flux basis
under a 1-D, steady state model assuming isotropic and temperature-independent material properties with boundary conditions
of the first kind at the csi and of the third kind at the usi. Surface energy balances at the csi and usi yield the respective heat
fluxes as a function of current, material geometry and properties,
controlled side temperature, ambient temperature, and thermal
boundary conductance
(1)

(7)
The pellet height
corresponding the peak heat flux at the
csi
is determined by numerically differentiating (7) with
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respect to . The peak heat flux
is then obtained by
into (7).
substituting
The coefficient of performance of a TEM operating in refrigeration mode
is defined as the rate of cooling provided by a TEM divided by the rate of work done on a TEM
(8)
Differentiating (8) with respect to , setting the result equal to
zero, and solving for the appropriate real root of (9) yields the
for which is maximized
current
(9)
where

C. Numerical Methods
The coupled equations developed above were solved numerically using a discretization scheme compatible with
, and
.
logarithmic scaling for variables , ,
This discretization scheme enhanced resolution at low values
, and
while significantly reducing
of , ,
computing costs as compared to a traditional linear discretization. Mesh independence was obtained for 20 data points in
segment of the logarithmic scale. The roots
each
of the monic polynomials given in (6) and (9) were solved
numerically by computing the eigenvalues of their respective
companion matrices, and verified by comparison to the limiting
cases of this model.
D. Nondimensionalization

,
,

, and
. The maximum possible coefficient of
for a given pellet height is obtained by
performance
substituting
into (8).
In the absence of electrical contact resistance, the maximum
temperature difference across a TEM that will accommodate
occurs when
refrigeration
. Substituting
into (1) and setting (1) equal to zero
as a function of
yields

(10)

B. Finite Electrical Contact Resistance

The relative importance of thermal boundary and electrical
contact resistance in TEM design are revealed through nondimensionalization of conductance and resistance ratios. The first
is the ratio
nondimensional group of interest
of the boundary to pellet thermal conductance, while the second
is the ratio of the
nondimension group of interest
interconnect to pellet electrical resistance
(14)
(15)
Nondimensionalization of (1)–(13) in accordance with the
Buckingham theorem [10], however, is beyond the scope of
this analysis.
III. ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS

The assumption of negligible contact resistance in Section II-A is relaxed by modifying the surface energy balances
at the csi and usi to include an additional generation term to
account for interfacial Ohmic heating. Consequentially, electrical resistivity becomes a function of pellet height and is
in order to account for
replaced with an effective resistivity
contributions from both bulk and interfacial Ohmic resistances
(11)
where
is the electrical contact resistance of a thermoand
is the electrical concouple
tact resistivity of an electrical interconnect. As a result of the inclusion of finite electrical contact resistance, the surface energy
balances at the csi (1) and usi (2) are recast as follows:
(12)

(13)
Due to the additional dependence of
on , (3)–(10) are no
longer valid and are instead solved numerically.

The properties of conventional bismuth telluride pellets op,
erating near room temperature (
,
) are used to illustrate the application of the foregoing analysis [11]. The cross-sectional pellet
and cross-sectional substrate area
are anchored at
area
and
, respectively, while the pellet packing density is 0.5 and the number of thermocouples is 2. The controlled-side interface temperature is set to 290 K and the uncontrolled-side temperature is set to 310 K unless otherwise stated.
The pellet packing density is set to 0.5 for a four-pellet TEM
,
, and
. Typical
with
thermal boundary resistances at the uncontrolled-side interface
[12],
in modern devices range from 200 to 50 000
[13]. Typical electrical contact resistivities in modern thermoto
electric devices range from
[14], [15].
A. Negligible Electrical Contact Resistance
Heat flux, coefficient of performance, and voltage across a
TEM per unit footprint are plotted versus current for selected
values of cross-sectional pellet area in Fig. 5. A key result is
and maximum coefficient of
that maximum performance
performance
are independent of pellet cross-sectional area
. The coefficient of performance for any arbitrary cooling
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Fig. 5. Dependence of cooling flux, coefficient of performance, and voltage per
unit area on current for a given pellet height in the absence of electrical contact
resistance, showing the independence of pellet cross-sectional area on maximum
performance and efficiency and the dependence of pellet cross-sectional area on
operating voltage and current.

flux is also independent of
. The operating voltage and cur, which may be tuned to
rent, however, are dependent on
closely match available voltages to reduce or eliminate ac–dc
power conversion losses.
Heat flux, coefficient of performance, and voltage across a
TEM per unit footprint are plotted versus current for selected
values of pellet height in Fig. 6, illustrating the dependence of
on pellet height . It is evident that
maximum efficiency
the coefficient of performance for any arbitrary cooling flux is
, the maximum efficiency apdependent on and, as
proaches the limiting case of zero thermal boundary resistance
as Ohmic pellet resistance becomes the dominant form of irreversibility. It is also evident that there exists an optimum pellet
for which
is maximized. Furthermore, the adheight
dition of thermal boundary resistance results in irreversibility
on similar to the delosses that force a dependence of
pendence caused by irreversibility losses due solely to electrical
contact resistance in the previous isothermal model [5].
The maximum temperature difference across a TEM operating in refrigeration mode as a function of
(a measure of conductance per unit area of the heat sink to bulk
conductance of the pellets) is shown in Fig. 7. In this figure,
,
,
,
, and 10
. It is evident that as
,
,
its value for the limiting case of the isothermal boundary condition model [5]. The increasing dependence on pellet height
signifies that
for decreasing values of
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Fig. 6. Dependence of cooling flux, coefficient of performance, and voltage
per unit area on current for a given pellet cross-sectional area in the absence of
electrical contact resistance, showing the importance of pellet height on design
considerations.

Fig. 7. Competing influences of boundary and pellet thermal conductances on
the maximum possible temperature difference across a TEM operating in refrigeration mode in the absence of electrical contact resistance. The limiting case
is given by
.
as

K

!1

1T

=

T =(8k)

is optimized for larger pellet heights and heat sink conductance
values coupled with poor thermal conductivity of the pellet that
on . It is also shown
effectually mitigates the influence of
that
increases for lower values of pellet thermal conductivity, an argument for thermoelectric materials with low
thermal conductivity and high electrical conductivity such as the
recent findings by Chiritescu et al. [16].
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Fig. 8. Competing influences of thermal boundary conductance, interconnect
electrical resistance, and csi-to-ambient temperature difference on peak cooling
flux.

Fig. 10. Dependence of maximum cooling flux on thermal and electrical resistances, showing the importance of boundary to pellet resistance ratios on design
considerations.

Fig. 9. Competing influences of thermal boundary conductance, interconnect
electrical resistance, and csi-to-ambient temperature difference on pellet height
corresponding to peak cooling flux shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 11. Dependence of maximum coefficient of performance on thermal and
electrical resistances, showing the importance of boundary to pellet resistance
ratios on design considerations.

B. Finite Electrical Contact Resistance
Peak performance and corresponding pellet height as a func,
, and
are shown
tion of
in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. Due to the introduction of additional reversibility, peak performance is degraded by increases
and
as well as for decreases in
. Simin
ilarly, the pellet height corresponding to peak performance is
and
as well as for deincreased by increases in
. It is also evident that electrical contact recreases in
sistance becomes the dominant limiting factor of
when
the thermal boundary conductance is above
. Figs. 8 and 9 are helpful in illustrating when the focus of
to improving
TEM design should shift from improving
, and vice versa.

Maximum performance and efficiency as a function
and
are shown in
of
Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. In this figure,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
, and
. As the ratio of interconnect to pellet
electrical resistance increases, the peak cooling flux decreases,
its corresponding pellet height increases, and the maximum
efficiency decreases, especially for low values of the boundary
to pellet thermal conductance ratio.
Fig. 12 displays the maximum temperature difference
across a TEM operating in refrigeration mode as a funcand
. In this figure,
tion of
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
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Fig. 12. Competing influences of thermal and electrical resistances on the maximum temperature difference across a TEM operating in refrigeration mode.
and K
is given by T
The limiting case as R
T = k
kR =H .

(8 + 16

!1
)

!1

1

=

, and
. The increasing dependence on pellet height for decreasing values of
signifies that
is optimized for larger pellet heights and
heat sink conductances coupled with poor pellet thermal conon . Accordingly,
ductivity that mitigates the influence of
the introduction of electrical contact resistance adds further irreversibility into the system and requires a larger pellet height to
. As
approaches
achieve an equivalent
,
approaches
, its
value for the limiting case of the isothermal boundary condition
model [5].
IV. CONCLUSION
A procedure for calculating the optimum pellet height to
maximize performance or efficiency at a specified performance
given the control point temperature, ambient temperature, and
thermal resistance of the heat sink has been provided. The
inclusion of finite thermal and electrical boundary resistances
leads the coefficient of performance for a given cooling flux
and operating current
to be determined by the pellet height
. While is significantly influenced by , it is unaffected
. For a given
,
by the pellet cross-sectional area
, and
, for example, there is an such that
. Once
has been determined to maximize for a
can be designed to
given heat flux below the peak heat flux,
best satisfy packaging and power requirements. If operating at
, however, the TEM will be constrained to a single pellet
and coefficient of performance
.
height
The existence of a transition point when TEM designers
to improving
should shift their focus from improving
, and vice versa, has been presented. For given values
and
, Figs. 8 and 9 elucidate the relative worth
of
before Ohmic heating and Fourier conof increasing
duction through finite temperature gradients begin to dominate
entropy generation effects. The model predicts, for example,
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that when the thermal contact conductance is decreased by a
factor of ten, the peak heat removal capability is reduced by
at least 10%. Furthermore, when the interconnect electrical
resistance rises above a factor of ten larger than the pellet
electrical resistance, the maximum heat removal capability
for a given pellet height is reduced by at least 20% and the
maximum coefficient of performance at low
values is reduced by at least 50%.
In combination with advances in material properties of thermoelectrics, the design enhancements brought forth through this
work will allow designers to recast thermoelectric devices as
viable competitors in a field driven by performance and thermodynamic efficiency. Potential applications of results include
the combination of this work with variable conductance heat
sink research to reduce the power consumption of novel precision temperature control solutions [17]. This work may also
serve as a precursor to the investigation of interfacial electron/
phonon phenomena since interfacial resistance plays an increasingly significant role as the pellet height approaches the microscale regime [18].
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